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Summary

Catalyst
Omdia's ICT Enterprise Insights 2019/20 survey highlights that for more than half

(51%) of OTT TV & video service platform owners, the top three business 

priorities for the next 18 months are improving data management for faster time 

to market, accelerating pro=tability margins, and expanding reach by lowering 

operational ine>ciencies. Furthermore, there is a drive for personalized local 

user experience (UX) to be the norm across the global multiscreen TV & video 

segment, with the aim of not only improving engagement rates but also 

increasing average revenue per user (ARPU). This paves the way for transforming

multiplatform TV & video ecosystems in the segment. As diversi=cation in TV & 

video consumption preferences (locations, devices, and content formats) 

continues to rise, building a cost-eAective, scalable, and modular multifaceted 

digital services portfolio is essential for competitive edge in the long run. There is

a need, therefore, to embrace media engagement technology stacks that assist 

in delivering uni=ed personalized UI/UX across all nonlinear TV & video 

engagement touchpoints (video on demand [VOD], live, linear).

3SS’s multiscreen Android TV product framework facilitates a more rapid launch 

of highly tailored services and experiences to every digital user at a lower total 

cost of ownership (TCO) while enabling new monetization avenues through niche 

third-party integrations. 

Key messages
 3SS’s long-term growth strategy is not only to ease migration towards 

building do-it-yourself (DIY) TV & video digital ecosystems on any device 

but also to enhance ARPU and accelerate operational productivity 

leveraging the Google backbone (Android TV) partnership. 

 The company plans to steadily enhance its hybrid Android TV set-top box 

(STB) launcher with the addition of personalization, including the use of 

arti=cial intelligence (AI) capabilities to strengthen its market positioning in

the next 12–18 months. 

 3SS’s primary value proposition is woven around multiplatform 

interactivity, tailored UI/UX at scale, and lowering integration complexities 

across devices while enabling new monetization opportunities that are 

focused around traditional premium content owners (digital service 

providers and broadcast TV & video) in a connected media landscape. 

 Digital service providers are 3SS’s leading customer base, with steady 

expansion into broadcast TV & video and direct-to-consumer (i.e., OTT) 

services segments in the next 12–18 months. 

 The company’s ;exible, transparent, prepackaged pricing model and core 

product framework, enabling co-development with agile methodology, are 
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crucial diAerentiators for premium content owners focusing on faster time 

to market and customer-centric value network positioning. 

 3SS uses slightly diAerentiated indirect go-to-market channels through 

strategic technology partnerships with Google, STB hardware providers 

(Technicolor, Kaon, Skyworth), and back-end platforms. 

 As its tier 1 referenceable customer portfolio – such as Swisscom, Com 

Hem, Proximus, Stofa, Altibox, TDC Group, Canal Digital AS, SUPER RTL, 

and Joyn – remains the ;agship customer segmentation mix, lowering 

these dependencies is vital in the long run. 

 In November 2019, 3SS acquired TCC (Uruguay) as its =rst customer in the

Latin American market, enabling launch of its Android TV (STB) and 

multiscreen TV & video services oAerings. 

 Europe is the dominant market for 3SS, with expansion into Latin America, 

the US, and Asia-Paci=c in the next 12–18 months. 

Omdia view
In today’s fragmented multiscreen TV & video services era, the traditional TV & 

video application development approach of leveraging highly tailored, non-

standardized, and siloed architecture frameworks with operating system (OS) 

integration layers and testing for every device is highly ine>cient and costly. As 

single media asset return on investment (ROI) and increased reach – without 

impacting on pro=t margins – become the pivotal key performance indicators 

(KPIs), this change in business priorities will increasingly lead digital service 

providers to embrace highly converged, cost-eAective, and scalable media 

engagement work;ows such as those oAered by 3SS. Historically, the company 

has concentrated mainly on a direct sales go-to-market strategy in its primary 

market (Europe) with a focus on the digital service provider customer segment. 

However, the gradual expansion of its strategic partnership ecosystem, which 

includes Google, Media Distillery, XroadMedia, castLabs, Gracenote, Technicolor, 

Skyworth, Kaon, SDMC, and SEI Robotics, as well as back-end providers, will not 

only lower business uncertainty risks but also assist in strengthening customer 

acquisition rates.

Furthermore, pure-play OTT TV & video services is the smallest but fastest 

emerging segment for 3SS today. Omdia believes 3SS’s use of the scaled agile 

framework (SAFe) for hybrid Android TV STBs and its ;exible approach in 

developing media engagement work;ow solutions in collaboration with in-house 

IT teams will enable 3SS to strengthen its regional and local market share across 

both core and non-core markets. Finally, partnerships with cloud TV & video 

technology vendors such as Google and online video delivery platforms will 

ultimately assist in new customer acquisitions, especially in somewhat 

fragmented connected media markets such as Asia-Paci=c.
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Recommendations for enterprises

Why put 3SS on your radar?
Omdia's Digital Consumer Insights 2019 survey highlighted that as diversity rises

across media consumption dynamics to provide digital users access not only to 

third-party acquired and original programming but also to user-generated assets,

the limited catalogue is driving digital audiences to earmark disposable income 

for multiple digital TV & video services portfolios. A good example is that on 

average a single digital user subscribed to 2.25 digital TV & video services 

globally in 2019. As the disposable income spend on digital services reaches 

saturation point due to the emergence of newer vital non-media services such as

e-learning, health & =tness, food, and others, this paves the way for exploring 

pre-bundled single hubs, personalized for each digital user to safeguard lifetime 

engagement rates. Consequently, close to three-=fths (58%) of audiences are 

expected to have subscribed to a single connected digital TV & video hub by 

2023. Therefore, building multifaceted (both media and non-media) hyper-

personalized UI/UX for each digital user will gradually become the norm. This will 

demand that multiscreen TV & video application development vendors support 

diverse content and monetization opportunities while safeguarding pro=tability 

for premium content owners. 3SS’s core competencies in this regard are as 

follows:

 open product framework enabling single media asset reach at scale 

 open and market-driven technology design architecture assisting in 

meeting future market requirements and complexities 

 customization ;exibility of UX/UI at scale 

 customized in-app, multi-language, device customer support – such as 

billing, personal video recorder (PVR), and parental controls – resulting in 

better engagement rates and improved ROI 

 end-to-end (E2E) automated converged audience experience management

to enable e>cient feasibility and market testing on a real-time basis 

 prepackaged Android TV technology-centric multiscreen framework and 

horizontally integrated third-party integrations (online video delivery 

platform [OVP], STB, direct rights management [DRM], recommendation 

engine, etc.), improving operational productivity and scalability and 

lowering TCO 

 cloud-to-cloud integration with Google Assistant capabilities to deliver 

contextual search discovery and monetization opportunities accelerating 

incremental ARPUs. 
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Highlights

Background
In the video-on-demand (VOD) era, 3SS was created as a software development 

vendor focusing predominantly on media enterprises embarking on the 

multiscreen TV & video services journey (2009). The company gradually 

extended its TV & video application development market positioning across STBs

along with uni=cation of media engagement capabilities. In 2016, 3SS launched 

its ;agship 3READY product framework for multiscreen Android TV, not only to 

improve and enable faster time to market for digital service providers with the 

introduction of newer monetization avenues, but also to reduce TV & video 

application work;ow ine>ciencies. The unique value proposition for digital 

service providers and broadcast TV & video segments continued to be the ability 

to oAer highly tailored UI/UX at scale to lower the TCO and assist in increasing 

single media asset ROI over the long term. Furthermore, as interactivity and 

modularity became the norm, 3SS was an early mover in establishing a strategic 

partnership with Google to facilitate delivery of a converged (live + VOD) media 

engagement platform built on the Android TV OS and framework. This resulted in

not only easing integration for digital service providers but also reducing 

development overhead costs while also improving TV service usability. As of 

March 2020, signi=cant deployments include Com Hem (Tv Hub), Canal Digital 

(OnePlace), Proximus Pickx, Altibox, TCC Uruguay, and Swisscom. The unique 

diAerentiation lies in optimization of user UI/UX and leveraging E2E A/B testing 

modules for exploiting newer digital services opportunities on a real-time basis. 

Finally, customization of TV & video application development, with ;exible agile 

media engagement work;ow in collaboration with in-house IT teams, is a vital 

value proposition. 

Digital service providers (cable TV, satellite TV, and telecommunication 

operators) is 3SS’s core business segment, contributing close to three-quarters 

of its total customer portfolio. Although the dominant customer segmentation 

mix is made up of tier 1 enterprises, 3SS is slowly but steadily increasing its 

penetration across tier 2 and tier 3 enterprises globally. This is primarily 

attributed to the 3READY product framework becoming highly standardized, 

resulting in lower TCO for small to mid-sized media enterprises. This will lead to 

long-term revenue, pro=tability, and cash;ow stability.

Furthermore, 3SS’s lean-agile system development at scale (using the SAFe 

framework) and pre-embedded Android TV-centric multiplatform application 

management framework are pivotal, allowing service providers to reduce 

operational TCO by 30% and improve operational excellence and workgroup 

collaboration. 

In the past 12 months, the company has integrated with Google Assistant to 

streamline voice search, syndication, and discovery work;ows along with real-

time personalization of each digital user including billing enquires and self-care.
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Current position
3SS provides horizontally diversi=ed multiscreen Android TV & video application 

development with a tightly pre-embedded professional, maintenance, and 

support services portfolio, which includes architecture and experience design, 

quality assurance, consulting, project management, system integration, and 

testing. Furthermore, its downstream content supply chain partnership 

ecosystem includes digital rights management (DRM), OTT middleware, online 

video delivery platforms, STB hardware, personalized recommendation engines, 

and AI. Not only does this niche positioning reduce time to market for newer 

monetization avenues, it has also enabled 3SS to scale its new customer 

acquisition strategy. In the past 12 months, the company has steadily expanded 

AI-centric third-party integrations, especially with Google, XroadMedia, and 

Media Distillery, to assist premium content owners to accelerate single media 

asset ROI and minimize churn. 

Historically, 3SS has followed a dual technology upgradation cycle (both organic 

and inorganic) via strategic investments into research and development (almost 

80% of workforce) and strategic alliances resulting in the following:

 cross-device interaction functionality in collaboration with Google to 

accelerate personalized UI/UX for every digital user 

 expansion of multifaceted monetization avenues (Google Play Movies, etc.)

with the addition of TVOD functionality along with intra-cloud integration 

to enhance single media asset ROI 

 multidimensional next-generation system and standard support that 

includes Google Nest, Amazon Echo, Digital Video Broadcasting (DVB), 

ISDB-T, ATSC 3.0, and others to enable premium content owners and 

digital service providers to remain competitive in tomorrow’s connected 

media landscape 

 enhancement of ultra-low latency centric playback support, using Common

Media Application Format (CMAF) to safeguard ARPU 

 prepackaged and vertically integrated content search, syndication, and 

discovery work;ow capabilities in a close tie-up with Media Distillery to 

exploit incremental revenue opportunities 

 uni=ed multiscreen TV & video UI/UX touchpoints on diverse devices, 

facilitating operational excellence and lower TCO over the long term. 

Streamlining of the multiscreen TV & video application development ecosystem, 

E2E downstream content supply chain pre-integrations, and lean and agile 

software development are the core competencies of 3SS through reuse of uni=ed

multiplatform architecture. As cloud becomes the primary backbone in 

tomorrow’s connected media arena, cloud-to-cloud integration, in collaboration 

with Google, will remain vital for 3SS to secure and expand its customer portfolio 

in the long run.
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Figure 1: 3SS’s agile modular multiscreen TV & video application value 
proposition, 2020 

 

Source: Omdia and 3SS 

3SS intends to diversify its growth strategy by supporting the next-generation TV

& video UI/UX ecosystem beyond the traditional OTT TV & video content supply 

chain. This can be witnessed with expansion of personalization capabilities 

across media engagement work;ow and across multiple platforms (STB, smart 

TV, mobile, games console) on a real-time basis to create data-enabled long-

term loyalty. Furthermore, the company is steadily lowering dependency on its 

core digital service provider segment with newer customer acquisitions in pure-

play D2C (i.e., OTT) services across non-core markets such as the Americas 

(North America and Latin America). As pro=tability becomes the ;agship KPI not 

just for tier 1, but also for tier 2 and tier 3 premium content owners, 3SS’s 

scalable and cost-eAective value proposition will witness higher penetration, 

especially in businesses with siloed OTT TV & video architecture.

On the go-to-market front, direct sales has been the dominant channel for the 

company, steadily and gradually leveraging its strategic technology partners and

alliances to enhance customer acquisition rates. Although Europe remains the 

core market for 3SS, it is aggressively lowering market and cash;ow uncertainty 

risks by extending its footprint into Asia-Paci=c, the Middle East, and the US. 

Furthermore, reducing time to market and personalization of UI/UX for every 

digital user will become the core business priorities for premium content owners 

including digital services providers in order to lower multiscreen churn and 

accelerate ARPU. This will lead to uptake of 3SS’s hybrid Android TV framework, 

pre-embedded control center, and management tools to ease multiscreen TV & 

video expansion on the part of traditional premium content owners (especially 

broadcast TV & video and digital service providers) over the long term. Finally, 
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the dual pricing approach encompassing pre-bundled (one-time set up, license, 

annual maintenance) and professional fees (quality assurance, architecture 

design, consulting, system integration, etc.) oAers highly transparent TCO 

dynamics for margin-pressed premium content owners.

The global multiscreen TV & video application development market is highly 

fragmented, with Youi.TV, 24i, and Accedo the primary competition for 3SS. 

Despite strong competitive pressures, the expansion of market penetration 

across the media transformation ecosystem will lead to sustained growth. 3SS’s 

third-party incremental technology integrations, enrichment of single digital user 

lifecycle management,uni=ed personalized multiscreen UI/UX at scale, and lean 

agile software development cycles combine to signi=cantly reduce TCO and 

constitute 3SS’s unique value proposition and ;agship diAerentiator. Some of 

3SS’s key deployments are shown in Table 1.
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Table 1: 3SS deployment examples

Premium 
content owner

Partners 
leveraged

Key notes Technology 
leveraged

Tangible 
outcome

Com Hem Google, 
Technicolor

Tailored UX/UI for 
two digital service 
brands, Com Hem 
Play and Boxer, 
launched in April 
2018

SAFe, OTT/IPTV 
Android TV STB

Long-term 
customer 
engagement rates

Joyn None ProSiebenSat.1 
and Discovery 
utilized 3SS to 
launch their OTT 
streaming brand in
July 2019; 50+ TV 
channels

Multiscreen TV & 
video apps 
development and 
system integration
services

Multiplatform 
contextual 
audience 
engagement 
across web, 
mobile, smart TV, 
Apple TV, and 
Android devices

Canal Digital AS Google, 
Technicolor

Streamlining 
software and new 
digital services 
development for 
its UHD expansion 
of ;agship brand 
OnePlace in 
February 2019 
(Nordics market); 
it had a long-
standing 
relationship 
through enabling 
its Android TV core
OnePlace platform 
launch in February 
2018

SAFe, multiscreen 
interaction 
intelligence

Faster time to 
market, and 
lowering of 
operational 
ine>ciencies in 
real time

Proximus Google, 
Technicolor

Launch of Android 
TV framework-led 
next-generation TV
service Proximus 
Pickx

OTT/IPTV Android 
TV STB

Long-term 
customer 
engagement rates

SUPER RTL None Relaunch of its 
core subscription 
VOD brand Kividoo
on both Android 
and Apple devices

Converged apps 
development 
platform at scale 
(Android TV + 
multiscreen), AI 
customer support 
(in-app, multi-
device), third-party
integrations 
(personalized 
recommendation), 
E2E automated 
testing

Improved service 
usability

Source: Omdia and 3SS (March 2020)
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Data sheet

Key facts
Table 2: Data sheet: 3SS

Product name 3READY Product classi&cation Multiscreen Android TV 
& video application

Version number n/a Release date n/a

Industries covered Broadcast TV & video, 
digital service providers
(cable TV, satellite TV, 
and telecommunication 
operators), and OTT TV 
& video platform 
owners

Geographies covered Europe, US, Latin 
America, and Asia-
Paci=c

Relevant company 
sizes

All Licensing options Prepackaged (initial 
setup, perpetual 
license, maintenance, 
and professional 
services)

URL
3ss.tv
3ready.tv

Routes to market Direct sales, partner 
network/a>liates

Company 
headquarters

Stuttgart (Germany) Number of 
employees

200 (October 2019)

Source: Omdia

Appendix

On the Radar
On the Radar is a series of research notes about vendors bringing innovative 

ideas, products, or business models to their markets. Although On the Radar 

vendors may not be ready for prime time, they bear watching for their potential 

impact on markets and could be suitable for certain enterprise and public sector 

IT organizations.

Further reading 
On the Radar: You.i TV enables cost-e$ective multiplatform reach and faster 

customer acquisition, SPT004-000046 (September 2019)

“Kaltura strengthens media acquisition, monetization, and engagement work;ow

capabilities ,” SPT004-000040 (April 2019)
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On the Radar: Utelly manages personalized multiscreen user engagement 

lifecycle at scale, SPT004-000034 (February 2019)

Enterprise Case Study: Delivering Scalable Rich Interactive Fan Engagement at 

Lower Cost, SPT004-000021 (September 2018)

On the Radar: Ostmodern enables personalized user engagement, SPT004-

000008 (March 2018)
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